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Abstract—MPI for Python (mpi4py) has evolved to become the most used Python binding for the
Message Passing Interface (MPI). We report on various improvements and features that mpi4py
gradually accumulated over the past decade, including support up to the MPI-3.1 specification,
support for CUDA-aware MPI implementations, and other utilities at the intersection of
MPI-based parallel distributed computing and Python application development.

THE MESSAGE PASSING INTERFACE (MPI)
is a standardized application program interface
(API) targeting parallel distributed computing and
featuring a message-passing paradigm for inter-
process communication. The MPI standard de-
fines the syntax and semantics of library routines
and allows users to write portable parallel appli-
cations in the mainstream scientific programming
languages (C/C++ and Fortran). Since its initial
release in 1994, the MPI specification took paral-
lel distributed application development by storm
to quickly become the leading paradigm for large-
scale high-performance computing (HPC). We re-
gard MPI dominance as still uncontested. Quality
implementations are available from leading open-
source projects like MPICH1 and Open MPI,2 as
well as from software and hardware vendors of
HPC systems.

In the quest for raw performance, high-
performance computing is traditionally associated
with software development using compiled lan-
guages like C/C++ and Fortran. These languages
are relatively lower-level, stay close to the bare
metal, and have years of accumulated experi-

1https://www.mpich.org
2https://www.open-mpi.org

ence in code optimization. Since the inception
of MPI, scientific computing has experienced a
gradual paradigm shift. Although performance
remains a must, market forces put programmer
productivity in the spotlight as industry demanded
faster prototype-to-production cycles. During that
time, the Python programming language grew
its user base slowly but steadily and eventually
became one of the most popular programming
languages. Much of Python’s popularity is due to
the seminal NumPy project3 and its multidimen-
sional array data structure, which fueled Python’s
success in a wide variety of applications in data
science, machine learning, scientific computing,
and data visualization. Since its onset, Python
was designed to interoperate with C codes and
libraries using extension modules. This feature
spurred the development of Python wrappers to
popular libraries and specialized tools to ease
such wrapping process.

mpi4py4 was not the first attempt to bring MPI
and Python together. However, since its hum-
ble beginnings, mpi4py strove to provide Python
bindings to MPI following two main principles: a)

3https://numpy.org
4https://mpi4py.github.io
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being feature-complete and expose to Python as
much of MPI as possible, and b) staying close to
the MPI standard in both syntax and semantics,
without reinventing the wheel with new or for-
eign APIs, and maximizing user convenience by
following common Python idioms and practice.

This article presents improvements and new
features added to mpi4py since the last report in
the literature in 2008 [1]. The material is orga-
nized as follows. First, we review some generali-
ties about mpi4py to set the stage for subsequent
discussions. Next, we comment on the codebase
modernization mpi4py underwent before its 1.0
release. Afterward, we present our support for the
latest revision of the MPI-3 standard.5 With the
rise of GPU (graphic processing unit) program-
ming and CUDA-aware MPI implementations, we
discuss how this model is supported in mpi4py.
Following that, we present some recent mpi4py
features, such as a new package for asynchronous
task execution and support for efficient pickle-
based communication of large-size buffer-like
Python objects. Finally, we mention a few appli-
cations using mpi4py and close with conclusions
and plans for future work.

Overview
mpi4py adopts an object-oriented API, which

is natural in Python. This API is based on the
MPI C++ bindings, focusing on staying as close
as possible to MPI syntax and semantics.

The MPI-1 standard introduced core concepts
like process groups, communication domains, and
point-to-point and collective communication. The
MPI-2 standard extended the feature set with
one-sided operations, dynamic process manage-
ment, and parallel I/O. The MPI-3 standard con-
tributed refinements and extensions to the reper-
toire. mpi4py supports almost all MPI features
and targets complete MPI-3.1 implementations.
Nonetheless, the Python bindings can also work
with legacy MPI-1 or MPI-2 implementations.

mpi4py supports point-to-point and collective
communication of generic Python objects by tak-
ing advantage of Python’s pickle protocol.6 This
approach involves serialization (deserialization)
before (after) issuing any MPI communication

5https://www.mpi-forum.org/docs/mpi-3.1/mpi31-report.pdf
6https://docs.python.org/3/library/pickle.html

operation. Obviously, the pickle-based communi-
cation mode necessarily involves CPU and mem-
ory overheads. However, its simplicity and conve-
nience may offset any performance penalty, par-
ticularly when Python objects with small memory
footprints are involved.

mpi4py also features efficient communica-
tion of array-like Python objects via Python’s
buffer protocol.7 This buffer-based communica-
tion mode has negligible overhead. As the imple-
mentation involves forwarding memory buffers to
the MPI routines, the performance of user codes
is on par with equivalent C/C++ or Fortran codes.
Besides point-to-point and collective communi-
cation operations, Python’s buffer protocol is the
primary mechanism behind mpi4py’s support for
one-sided operations and parallel I/O.

Codes using mpi4py usually start with a from
mpi4py import MPI import statement. The
MPI module exposes many functions, classes,
and methods giving access to the MPI API. The
most important components in the MPI module
are the Comm, Win, and File classes, whose
various methods support point-to-point and col-
lective communication, one-sided operations, and
parallel I/O, respectively.

Cython implementation
In its early days, before release 1.0 in 2009,

mpi4py featured a dual-language implementation.
A low-level extension module provided a bridge
between the Python language and the MPI library,
using hand-written C code calling into the Python
C API and the MPI C bindings. Higher-level pure
Python code used the low-level C extension mod-
ule to define and implement the various attributes,
functions, classes, and methods that mpi4py ex-
posed to users. Such an implementation approach
was cumbersome to extend and maintain, thus
hindering evolution.

In 2007, the Cython project [2] emerged,
featuring a static Python-to-C compiler with extra
language extensions. Besides the obvious poten-
tial for speeding up Python code via C translation,
Cython allowed for single-language development
of object-oriented, pythonic module interfaces
with the ability to perform direct invocations
to external C functions. This distinctive feature

7https://docs.python.org/3/c-api/buffer.html
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aligned perfectly with mpi4py’s needs. As a re-
sult, mpi4py’s main author joined the Cython
project in its initial development stages, focusing
on improving the Cython language and compiler’s
feature set in aspects related to the development
of Python wrappers for external C APIs.

Eventually, mpi4py was rewritten in Cython
from scratch. The new Cython-based implemen-
tation was released in 2009 as version 1.0. This
rewrite made the codebase far easier to extend
and maintain, thus lowering the bar for external
contributions and enhancements to come.

MPI-3 features
mpi4py release 2.0 in late 2015 brought

an update addressing the new features added
in the MPI-3 specification. These features in-
clude matched probe and receive, nonblocking
and neighborhood collective operations, and re-
vamped one-sided operations.

Matched probe and receive
The MPI-1 standard defined a probe mecha-

nism, allowing for inquiring incoming messages
without actually receiving them. In mpi4py, users
would call the Probe() or Iprobe() methods
of the Comm class and then act on the information
returned in a Status instance. For example,
users could query the size of the incoming mes-
sage and then perform buffer allocation accord-
ingly to prepare for the subsequent Recv() op-
eration. In fact, this probe-and-receive approach
allowed mpi4py to implement its support for
point-to-point communication of generic Python
objects via pickle serialization with a single MPI
message.

Unfortunately, the MPI-1 probe mechanism
is not thread-safe. The MPI-3 standard acknowl-
edged this deficiency and introduced a new
matching mechanism to ensure race-free probe-
and-receive, even when multiple threads oper-
ating on the same communicator context exe-
cute concurrently. In mpi4py, users would call
Mprobe() method of the Comm class, which
returns a Message instance. Afterward, the
Mrecv() method of the Message class should
be invoked to receive the actual message con-
tent. A nonblocking version named with an “I”
prefix is also available. This MPI-3 enhancement
was instrumental to mpi4py in re-implementing

pickle-based communication, allowing for thread-
safe receive operations of generic Python objects
while maintaining the efficiency of a single MPI
message implementation.

Nonblocking collectives
MPI-3 introduced nonblocking collective op-

erations to allow for the overlap of compu-
tation and communication. The set of con-
ventional blocking collectives were augmented
with a new set of siblings operations named
with an “I” prefix, such as Ibarrier(),
Ibcast(), Iallgather(), Ialltoall(),
and Ireduce(). Like other nonblocking oper-
ations in MPI, they return a Request instance
to be used for subsequent completion with calls
to the Wait() or Test() methods.

Neighborhood Collectives
The MPI-3 standard introduced a new kind

of collective operation called neighborhood col-
lectives. These new operations simplify data ex-
change in stencil-like computation patterns com-
mon in partial differential equation (PDE) solvers.
The sparse communication pattern is expressed
via “topology-aware” (Cartesian or graph) com-
municators.

Only two collective operations have
a neighborhood counterpart: all-to-all
and all-gather. mpi4py supports both
blocking (Neighbor_alltoall() and
Neighbor_allgather()) and nonblocking
(with an “I” prefix) neighborhood collectives,
as well as variable-count versions (with a “v”
suffix). Additionally, a generalized neighborhood
all-to-all (with a “w” suffix) operation is also
available.

Improved one-sided operations
The MPI-3 standard added three new

atomic one-sided operations, allowing for
more flexibility and optimization opportunities.
mpi4py exposes these new features as methods
Get_accumulate(), Fetch_and_op(),
and Compare_and_swap() of the Win class.

Another new feature introduced in MPI-3
is the request-based one-sided operations. Some
one-sided operations have a new counterpart with
an “R” prefix, indicating that a Request ob-
ject is returned after the call; these operations
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include Rput(), Rget(), Raccumulate(),
and Rget_accumulate() as methods of the
Win class. These request-based one-sided opera-
tions allow for an operate-and-query/wait pattern
similar to nonblocking point-to-point and collec-
tive communication.

Finally, there are three new window types:
MPI-allocated windows (created with the
factory method Allocate() of the Win
class), shared-memory windows (created with
Allocate_shared()), and dynamic windows
(created with Create_dynamic()). Memory
for dynamic windows can be attached or detached
by the Attach() and Detach() methods,
respectively.

CUDA-aware MPI
In recent years, GPU programming – in par-

ticular, CUDA programming for NVIDIA GPUs
– has become indispensable in many HPC and
machine learning applications. While the MPI
standard does not cover concepts like device
offloading, nor does it specify the semantics of
interacting with GPUs, CUDA-aware MPI has
become a de facto extension of the standard.
In a nutshell, most of the MPI communication
routines accept pointers to device memory such
that users do not have to copy data back and
forth between GPU and CPU. Besides the mi-
nor coding convenience of eliminating data copy
steps, direct device-to-device communication can
offer substantial speedups, as shown in Figure 1.
Several major MPI implementations, including
MPICH, Open MPI, MVAPICH,8 and Spectrum
MPI,9 already feature CUDA awareness.

To facilitate API interoperability and zero-
copy GPU data exchange, several Python GPU
libraries jointly define and implement the CUDA
Array Interface (CAI) protocol,10 an effort that
originated after the initiative of the Numba
project.11 The CAI largely follows the NumPy
array interface protocol12 and requires that
all compliant objects add a new Python at-
tribute __cuda_array_interface__, con-

8http://mvapich.cse.ohio-state.edu
9https://www.ibm.com/products/spectrum-mpi
10https://numba.readthedocs.io/en/stable/cuda/cuda array

interface.html
11https://numba.pydata.org
12https://numpy.org/doc/stable/reference/arrays.interface.html

taining the raw GPU buffer address and addi-
tional metadata. This way, the attribute filled
by a producer can be correctly interpreted by a
consumer. The CAI has been implemented by
many Python libraries featuring GPU comput-
ing, such as Numba, CuPy,13 PyTorch,14 cuDF,15

PyArrow,16 and PyCUDA.17

We have collaborated with the community in
the revisions of this protocol and implemented its
support in mpi4py, making it straightforward to
perform “MPI+CUDA programming” in Python.
The use of this feature requires that a) mpi4py
is built with a CUDA-aware MPI library and
b) Python GPU array objects involved in MPI
communication are compliant with the CAI pro-
tocol. We note in particular that mpi4py is on
itself CUDA-unaware. Whether an MPI routine
can handle GPU arrays depends entirely on the
underlying MPI implementation; mpi4py simply
follows the CAI protocol and forwards device
pointers to the MPI implementation. CUDA-
unawareness in mpi4py has an important conse-
quence: to comply with the usual MPI semantics,
a GPU array must be ready (by synchronizing
over the CUDA stream on which the array is
being prepared/processed) before performing any
MPI operation with it.

Additional features
Asynchronous task execution

Implementing the master-worker pattern
within embarrassingly parallel task-based
applications has been a recurrent matter
among mpi4py users. Despite its conceptual
simplicity, a production-ready MPI-based master-
worker implementation poses some difficulties,
particularly for users with limited exposure to
MPI programming. mpi4py release 3.0 in late
2017 featured a new mpi4py.futures
package providing a framework for the
asynchronous execution of tasks on a pool
of worker processes using MPI for inter-process
communication.

The mpi4py.futures API is high-
level and user-friendly, without requiring

13https://cupy.dev
14https://pytorch.org
15https://docs.rapids.ai/api/cudf/stable/
16https://arrow.apache.org
17https://documen.tician.de/pycuda/
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Figure 1. Performance of mpi4py with CUDA-aware
MPI. Two Python MPI processes send to and receive
from each other a series of CuPy arrays (GPU),
with sizes ranging from 1 KiB to 4 GiB, and us-
ing mpi4py buffer-based communication with either
CUDA-aware MPI or standard MPI with host-device
memory copies. To establish a baseline for compar-
ison, we also consider a CPU version of this test
using NumPy arrays. From wall-clock time measure-
ments (average of many samples), we determine the
effective throughput (gigabytes per second) for each
case. The gray line shows the baseline throughput for
CPU buffer communication. The blue line shows the
significant penalty from the additional host-to-device
and device-to-host data transfers required when using
a standard MPI. The red line shows the substan-
tial speedup achievable with CUDA-aware MPI for
device-to-device data transfers (up to ≈15X for large
data sizes).
We executed these performance tests on a worksta-
tion running Ubuntu 18.04.4, with Python 3.8.8, Open
MPI 4.1.1, CUDA 11.0, CuPy 9.0.0, and all other soft-
ware components installed from https://conda-forge.
org. We used the in-development version of mpi4py.
The hardware consisted of a 10-core Intel® Core™
i9-9820X 3.30 GHz CPU, 64 GiB 2666 MT/s DDR4
RAM, and two NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 2080 Ti
interconnected with an NVIDIA® NVLink™ Bridge
providing a nominal maximum bidirectional bandwidth
of 50 GB/s. Each MPI process is bound to a different
GPU.

the explicit use of any MPI primitives.
mpi4py.futures is heavily based on
the concurrent.futures module18

from the Python standard library. More
precisely, mpi4py.futures provides
the MPIPoolExecutor class as a
concrete implementation of the abstract
concurrent.futures.Executor class.
The submit() method schedules a Python
callable (and any companion arguments) to be
executed asynchronously and returns a Future
object representing the outcome of the execution
of the callable. At a later time, the Future
object is queried for the execution result (in case
of success) or exception (in case of failure). A
set of Future objects can be passed to the
wait() and as_completed() functions.
The map() interface is also supported.

By performing computations in separate pro-
cesses, mpi4py.futures allows to sidestep
Python’s infamous global interpreter lock (GIL).
By relying on MPI for the wire-up between
processes, mpi4py.futures provides a simple
and convenient alternative for scaling up appli-
cations using concurrent.futures: MPI is
a pre-configured and ready-to-use framework in
almost all supercomputing facilities.

The implementation of mpi4py.futures
takes advantage of MPI dynamic process man-
agement, particularly the capabilities to spawn
new MPI processes at runtime. After spawning a
new set of worker processes, the master process
uses a separate thread to communicate back and
forth with the workers. Worker processes dedicate
exclusively to execute the tasks submitted by the
master until they are signaled for completion.

Legacy MPI-1 implementations and some
vendor MPI-2 (or even MPI-3) implementations
do not support the dynamic process manage-
ment features introduced in the MPI-2 stan-
dard. Additionally, job schedulers and batch sys-
tems in supercomputing facilities may pose ad-
ditional restrictions or cumbersome extra con-
figuration steps to applications requiring MPI
process spawning at runtime. With these is-
sues in mind, mpi4py.futures supports an
additional, more traditional, SPMD-like (sin-
gle program, multiple data) usage pattern that

18https://docs.python.org/3/library/concurrent.futures.html
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makes use of MPI-1 features only. User code is
launched in parallel the usual way, e.g., using the
mpiexec command. Afterward, MPI processes
collectively enter a Python context manager set
up by the MPICommExecutor class. This con-
text manager partitions the set of processes
within an existing MPI communicator (usually
COMM_WORLD) into one master process and
many worker processes. The master process is
given access to an MPIPoolExecutor instance
to submit tasks. Meanwhile, the worker processes
follow a different execution path and team up to
execute the tasks submitted by the master. Besides
sidestepping the lack of dynamic process manage-
ment features in legacy or incomplete MPI im-
plementations, the MPICommExecutor context
manager may also be useful in classic MPI-based
Python applications that can take advantage of the
simple master/worker approach available through
the mpi4py.futures module.

Support for large-size objects
The in-development version of mpi4py19,

scheduled to be released as version 3.1 shortly,
includes new facilities for efficient pickle-based
communication of large-size Python objects.

As mentioned earlier, mpi4py support for the
communication of generic Python objects relies
on pickling. The pickle protocol dates back to
1995, and its original and primary concern was
supporting on-disk persistence of arbitrary Python
objects. Over time, the pickle protocol evolved in
successive new versions and found uses in appli-
cations related to multi-process parallelism and
distributed computing as an essential ingredient
for message exchange. Many of these applica-
tions, particularly those related to data science,
suffered from a longstanding issue: the pickle
protocol required multiple and redundant memory
copies, thus degrading performance when com-
municating array-like objects with large memory
footprints. As a result, PEP 574 proposed a new
pickle protocol version 520 which introduces sup-
port for out-of-band buffers, allowing for more
efficient handling of objects with large memory
footprints.

mpi4py uses the traditional in-band han-
dling of buffers. This approach is appropriate

19https://github.com/mpi4py/mpi4py
20https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0574/

for communicating non-buffer Python objects or
buffer-like objects with small memory footprints.
For point-to-point communication, in-band buffer
handling allows for the communication of a pick-
led stream with a single MPI message at the
expense of additional CPU and memory overhead
in the pickling and unpickling steps. Communi-
cating pickled streams with out-of-band buffers
necessarily involves multiple MPI messages, thus
increasing latency and hurting performance for
small-size data. However, the zero-copy savings
of out-of-band buffer handling can easily out-
weigh the extra latency costs for large-size data.

The new mpi4py.util.pkl5 module
provides communicator wrapper classes re-
implementing the pickle-based point-to-point
communication methods using pickle protocol
version 5. Using this feature is as simple as
wrapping an existing communicator object, either
MPI.Intracomm or MPI.Intercomm, using
the pkl5.Intracomm or pkl5.Intercomm
wrapper classes, respectively. These wrapper
classes redefine most pickle-based point-to-point
communication methods to use pickle protocol 5
and out-of-band buffers. Moreover, these wrapper
methods can overcome the infamous 231 − 1 (≈
2 billion) MPI message count limit by following
the approaches described by Hammond et al. [3].

Figure 2 shows the substantial performance
improvement of using out-of-band buffers versus
the traditional in-band approach.

Applications
Over the years, mpi4py has become the de

facto standard choice for creating MPI-based ap-
plications in Python. In the following, we mention
a few out of the many applications that depend
on mpi4py.

HDF5 for Python (h5py)21 is the Python
wrapper for the HDF5 library, allowing read-
ing and writing HDF5 files with a convenient
and pythonic interface. HDF5 optionally supports
parallel MPI I/O. At the Python level, mpi4py
provides the bridge for h5py to interact with the
MPI environment.

The Visualization Toolkit (VTK)22 is an
open-source library for image processing and

21https://www.h5py.org
22https://vtk.org
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Figure 2. Performance of mpi4py pickle-based com-
munication. Two Python MPI processes send to and
receive from each other NumPy arrays with a fixed
size of 1.0 GiB using mpi4py pickle-based commu-
nication. We determine the effective throughput (gi-
gabytes per second) from wall-clock time measure-
ments (average of ten samples). mpi4py pickle-based
communication uses either pickle protocol version
4 or 5 with the traditional in-band handling buffers
(grey-colored columns at the left and center). Even
with in-band buffers, the newer protocol version 5
allows for faster (≈ 40%) inter-process data transfers
compared to the older protocol version 4. The new
mpi4py.util.pkl5 module uses protocol version
5 with out-of-band buffers (red-colored column at the
right). The use of out-of-band buffers allows for a
substantial speedup (≈ 3.5X) in effective throughput.
Software and hardware are the same as described in
Figure 1. The Linux kernel was configured at runtime
with transparent hugepage support (THP) enabled to
“always”.

visualization. It includes mpi4py as one of
the many third-party libraries exposed as VTK
modules for internal use. VTK defines a
vtkMPI4PyCommunicator class exposing a
couple of routines able to convert back and
forth between mpi4py and VTK communicator
instances and enabling seamless interaction be-
tween mpi4py and other VTK components.

yt23 is an open-source toolkit for analyzing
and visualizing simulation data in science and
engineering. It provides a high-level abstrac-
tion to enable MPI parallelism over the built-in
data structures and algorithms by simply calling
yt.enable_parallelism() at the start of
a script.

Dask24 is a flexible library for paral-
lel computing in Python, which is widely
used in data science and HPC projects. It
consists of a dynamic task scheduler and
parallel data structures and algorithms. The
dask.distributed module provides a way
to configure the distributed worker processes.
The dask_mpi module25 builds on top of
mpi4py and dask.distributed, and pro-
vides a bridge for the Dask scheduler (running on
MPI rank 0) to interact with the rest of the MPI
processes acting as Dask workers. MPI4Dask
[4] is planned to replace dask_mpi and to
be integrated into dask.distributed as a
communication backend.

mpi4py-fft [5] is a Python package for dis-
tributed, multi-dimensional Fast Fourier Trans-
forms (FFTs) [6], which is used in shenfun [7] to
solve PDEs using the spectral Galerkin method
and in FluidFFT [8] as a backend option to sup-
port a unified API for parallel FFT computations.

A challenging aspect of 2D (ptychographic)
and 3D (tomographic or ptycho-tomographic)
image reconstruction is that these applications
are data- and computation-intensive. MPI
parallelization is critical in reducing memory
stress and time to solution. Several image
reconstruction packages developed in the
computational microscopy community depend
on mpi4py for parallel computing, including
nsls2ptycho [9], Adorym [10], Tike,26 PyNX
[11], and XPACK [12]. In a recent version of
nsls2ptycho [9], the GPU support is changed
from PyCUDA to CuPy, allowing a unified
CPU/GPU codebase thanks to CuPy’s high
compatibility with NumPy, including the
support for the __array_function__

23https://yt-project.org/
24https://dask.org/
25https://mpi.dask.org/en/latest/
26https://tike.readthedocs.io
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protocol.27 However, if a performance
bottleneck on the GPU code path is identified,
the hotspot can be easily re-implemented
using cupy.ElementwiseKernel or
cupy.RawKernel (depending on the type of
operations needed) to reach native CUDA C++
speed. For CPU (NumPy) arrays, a simple MPI
collective call (depending on the algorithm of
choice) to Comm.Allreduce() is sufficient.
For GPU (CuPy) arrays, there are multiple
choices of communication paths: the slowest one
is to copy the GPU data to and from CPU for
communication, but it is usually faster to launch
the MPI collective directly on a GPU array if a
CUDA-aware MPI is available.

Conclusions
mpi4py has evolved over the years, following

the footsteps of upstream efforts closely. To
date, mpi4py provides MPI coverage up to
the latest MPI-3.1 standard, including matched
probe-and-receive, nonblocking collectives,
neighborhood collectives, and new one-sided
operations. mpi4py has also kept a close
watch on Python evolution, providing the new
mpi4py.futures package for easing task-
based computations, and the recent support
for pickle protocol version 5 and efficient
communication of array-like objects with large
memory footprints. Following industry trends
like CUDA-aware MPI and the CAI protocol,
mpi4py supports current and future applications
in the never-ending quest for performance.

Following community guidelines,28 we plan
on dropping support for Python 2 and early
Python 3 releases. We also strive to keep pro-
viding pre-built binary packages for easier in-
stallation. With the ongoing community endeavor
to standardize the Python array API,29 we plan
to support the new DLPack-based data exchange
protocol,30 allowing for vendor-neutral GPU-
aware MPI. The upcoming MPI-4.0 standard will
be a major and welcome update adding new
features and fixing longstanding issues like the 2

27https://numpy.org/neps/nep-0018-array-function-protocol.
html

28https://numpy.org/neps/nep-0029-deprecation policy.html
29https://data-apis.org/array-api/latest/
30The DLPack data structure is specified in https://github.

com/dmlc/dlpack, and the __dlpack__ protocol based on the
DLPack struct is defined as part of the Python array API v1.

billion message count limit. We plan on support-
ing new MPI-4 features once this new version
of the standard is implemented in major MPI
implementations.
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